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a b s t r a c t 

Traumatic injury to the spinal cord (SCI) causes the transection of neurons, formation of a lesion cavity, and re- 

modeling of the microenvironment by excessive extracellular matrix (ECM) deposition and scar formation leading 

to a regeneration-prohibiting environment. Electrospun fiber scaffolds have been shown to simulate the ECM and 

increase neural alignment and neurite outgrowth contributing to a growth-permissive matrix. In this work, elec- 

trospun ECM-like fibers providing biochemical and topological cues are implemented into a scaffold to represent 

an oriented biomaterial suitable for the alignment and migration of neural cells in order to improve spinal cord 

regeneration. The successfully decellularized spinal cord ECM (dECM), with no visible cell nuclei and dsDNA con- 

tent < 50 ng/mg tissue, showed preserved ECM components, such as glycosaminoglycans and collagens. Serving 

as the biomaterial for 3D printer-assisted electrospinning, highly aligned and randomly distributed dECM fiber 

scaffolds ( < 1 μm fiber diameter) were fabricated. The scaffolds were cytocompatible and supported the viability 

of a human neural cell line (SH-SY5Y) for 14 days. Cells were selectively differentiated into neurons, as confirmed 

by immunolabeling of specific cell markers (ChAT, Tubulin ß), and followed the orientation given by the dECM 

scaffolds. After generating a lesion site on the cell-scaffold model, cell migration was observed and compared 

to reference poly- 𝜀 -caprolactone fiber scaffolds. The aligned dECM fiber scaffold promoted the fastest and most 

efficient lesion closure, indicating superior cell guiding capabilities of dECM-based scaffolds. The strategy of com- 

bining decellularized tissues with controlled deposition of fibers to optimize biochemical and topographical cues 

opens the way for clinically relevant central nervous system scaffolding solutions. 
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. Introduction 

Spinal cord injuries (SCI), caused by trauma such as accidents,

port injuries or acute or chronic diseases, temporarily and permanently

hange the function of the spinal cord, resulting in decreased sensitivity

r mobility, long-term social and financial consequences, and decreased

ifespan [ 1 , 2 ]. Lesioned sensory and motor neurons, representing the

rimary cells responsible for signal transduction between the central

ervous system (CNS) and the peripheral nervous system (PNS), fail to

egenerate spontaneously. Once transected, neurons neither grow be-

ond the lesion site nor reconnect into functional neuronal networks

n mature CNS. Among the potential reasons for poor tissue repair, the

imited intrinsic growth ability of mature CNS neurons, the presence of
Abbreviations: BDNF, brain-derived neural growth factor; ChAT, choline acetyltran

CM, extracellular matrix; FAK, focal adhesion kinase; PCL, poly( 𝜀 -caprolactone); PEG

inase 2; SCI, spinal cord injury; TCPS, tissue-culture poly(styrene). 
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xternal inhibitory factors related to fibrotic and astrocytic scarring, and

he timing and sequence of growth-promoting factors are considered to

e the most problematic [3–6] . 

To date there is no treatment for complete recovery or regenera-

ion of motor and sensory function after SCI. The current clinical strate-

ies mainly focus on neuroprotective treatments, such as surgeries for

ecompression and stabilization of the injury site, or pharmaceutical

nterventions for pain and inflammation control [7] . The traditional

ell-based approach for neuroregeneration in CNS has been engrafting

eural stem cells. However, this procedure often leads to immune re-

ection of transplanted externally reprogrammed cells and poor func-

ional integration into the host tissue [ 8 , 9 ]. Alternative cell-based ap-

roaches include in vivo reprogramming of endogenous glial cells into
sferase; CNS, central nervous system; dECM, decellularized extracellular matrix; 
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eurons avoiding adverse immune responses. This methods, but encoun-

ers issues regarding long-term survival of neurons after reprogramming,

eneration of specific neuronal subtypes and rebuilding of functional

ircuits [ 10 , 11 ]. Compared to cell-based strategies, scaffold-based ap-

roaches are cell-free and focus on bridging the lesion site, providing

iocompatible substrates and guiding platforms for neural cells. This

as the advantage that specific biophysical and biochemical cues can be

rovided, while no additional cells are introduced in a lesion site, which

as already been infiltrated by activated cells (reactive astrocytes, mi-

roglia, and fibroblasts) due to the injury. Traditionally, scaffolds have

een produced either from hydrogels or fibers. Hydrogels display tissue-

atching mechanical strength and degradation rates, while fibers are

haracterized by large surface area, submicron diameter and high poros-

ty, mimicking the 3D structure of the native ECM [12] . 

Electrospinning is one of the techniques commonly used to generate

ber scaffolds [13–15] . Synthetic polymers can serve as spinning solu-

ions, however their lack of physiologically relevant biochemical prop-

rties can lead to poor cell adhesion, impaired proliferation, and inflam-

atory reactions [16–19] . Therefore, materials based on naturally oc-

urring ECM constituents, like collagen [ 7 , 15 , 20 ] have been employed

or guidance of neural cells. Collagen-based scaffolds, however, typically

nclude only one or two isoforms and cannot fully represent the diver-

ity of proteins found in the native tissue. dECM-derived materials can

lso be used as a 3D-network of macromolecules that offers tissue-like

roperties [ 21 , 22 ]. Decellularization of several tissues, including heart,

uscle, or peripheral nerves, has been reported, envisioning the applica-

ion of the matrices in regenerative medicine [23–28] . The preservation

f the complex biochemical cues specific to the native microenviron-

ent is essential to the biological success of these matrices [29] , but

lso a major challenge of tissue decellularization. Tissue decellulariza-

ion techniques must achieve the elimination of contaminating nucleic

cids down to a final double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) content < 50 ng per

g of native tissue [25] , while maintaining the biochemical character-

stics required to promote cell attachment and ultimately tissue regen-

ration. The first reported biomaterial composed of decellularized CNS

issue was based on hydrogels of dECM isolated from porcine brain [26] ,

hich supported the differentiation of human induced pluripotent stem

ells (iPSC) into neurons. Since then, several other CNS-based scaffolds

ave been proposed [ 23 , 29–34 ], also in form of fiber-based scaffolds. To

ur knowledge, the use of aligned dECM CNS fiber scaffolds, combining

he topology and biochemical environment of native spinal cord for the

upport of tissue regeneration, has not yet been reported. 

In this work, we suggest a novel strategy for the generation of

ell-friendly, anisotropic scaffolds for the promotion of neuronal re-

eneration in SCI. We propose an approach based on decellulariza-

ion techniques to produce tissue-specific materials combined with well-

stablished tissue engineering concepts, such as nanofiber scaffolds for

ell guidance. The data demonstrate that scaffolds generated by electro-

pinning of dECM provide biochemical and topological cues, induce the

lignment of neurons in vitro and enhance neuronal migration across a

esion inflicted to the cell cultures. These scaffolds may lead to improved

euronal re-connectivity forming neuronal networks and restoring dam-

ged sensory and locomotive functions. 

. Matrials and methods 

.1. Spinal cord decellularization 

Porcine spinal cord was received frozen from the butcher shop

raunwalder (Wohlen, Switzerland). The dura was removed after thaw-

ng the tissue. The spinal cord was either directly used for decellulariza-

ion or frozen at -196 °Cin liquid N 2 in 10 mM Trizma (Sigma, T2194)

olution supplemented with 5 mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic (EDTA,

igma, 03610). For decellularization, we adapted the protocol described

y Crapo et al. [23] . Briefly, the spinal cord was first thawed at room

emperature and again frozen in liquid nitrogen (repeated 3 ×). Subse-
2 
uently, the tissue was mechanically disrupted with a scalpel into small

ieces and immersed in deionized water at 4 °C for 24 h. Afterwards, the

issue was incubated in 0.02% Trypsin/0.05% EDTA (Sigma Aldrich,

002–07–7) at 60 rpm on an orbital shaker (Major Science, MS-NOR-

0) and 37 °C for 1 h, followed by 1.0% Triton X-100 (Sigma Aldrich,

002-93–1) for 1 h, 1 M Sucrose (Sigma Aldrich, 57–50–1) for 15 min,

eionized water for 30 min, 1.0% Deoxycholic acid (Sigma Aldrich, 302–

5–4) for 1 h, 0.1% Peracetic acid (Sigma Aldrich, 79–21–0) in 4% (v/v)

thanol (Sigma, 64–17–5) for 2 h. The final steps included washing in

BS (Sigma Aldrich, 25,777–14–4) for 15 min, twice with deionized wa-

er for 15 min and in PBS for 15 min. If not noted otherwise all steps

ere carried out at room temperature and a shaking speed of 180 rpm.

he extracted dECM was lyophilized under -87 °C at 0.01 mbar for 24 h.

.2. Characterization of dECM 

After each decellularization and washing step, the tissue was

eighed (Mettler Toledo, PG5002-S). To quantify the remaining dsDNA,

he native and decellularized tissues were lysed with proteinase K for

 h at 56 °C, the dsDNA was extracted, washed, and purified (Qiagen

Neasy blood & tissue kit 69,504). The purified dsDNA was diluted 1/20

n Qubit working solution and the amount of dsDNA in native and decel-

ularized samples quantified by fluorescence intensity (Qubit Fluorom-

ter4, Thermo Fisher). For histological stainings, native and decellular-

zed tissues were fixed for 24 h at RT in 4% formaldehyde solution. After

insing, the tissue was dehydrated in increasing ethanol series, followed

y m-xylene (Sigma, 108–38–3) incubation and embedding in paraffin

Carl Roth, CN 49) overnight. The embedded tissue blocks were cut with

 microtome (SLEE Medical, Microtome CUT 6062) in 5 μm slices, col-

ected on glass slides (Corning, 2948) and the paraffin removed at 80 °C.

rior to the staining, the tissue slides were rehydrated in m-xylene, a de-

reasing ethanol series and water. For Hematoxylin-Eosin (H-E) stain-

ng, the tissue slides were incubated for 8 min in Mayer’s hemalum so-

ution (Merck, 109,249), followed by insertion in ethanol with 0.3% hy-

rochloric acid (Sigma, 30,721), water wash and 2 min in 0.5% aqueous

osin solution (Merck, 109,844). For PAS-Alcian blue staining the tissue

lides were first incubated for 5 min in Alcian blue solution (Merck,

01,647) and after rinsing with water for 10 min in 0.5% periodic acid

olution (Merck, 100,482). After another rinse with water, the tissue

lides were incubated for 15 min in Schiff’s reagent (Sigma, 3,952,016)

nd three times 2 min in sulphite water (0.5% Sodium disulfite, Sigma

1,448 in 0.05 M hydrochloric acid). After another dehydration series,

ll stained tissue slides were mounted with DPX (Merck, 10,059) and

maged using an optical microscope (Olympus IX73) [ 33 , 35 , 36 ]. 

.3. Production of spinning solutions 

The lyophilized decellularized spinal cord was milled with a cryomill

Retsch) in a 50 mL stainless steel container with 2 stainless steel balls

15 mm diameter) using automatic pre-freezing and 3 milling cycles of

 min milling at 5 Hz and − 196 °C each. The dECM powder was dis-

olved in precooled hexafluoroisopropanol (Merck, 920–66–1) to 5%

/v solutions and homogenized with a vortex at 3000 rpm in 4 cycles

f each 1 min at RT. 0.1% w/v of polyethylenglycol (Sigma, 182,028)

as added and all dissolved at 20 rpm over 48 h at 4 °C. Prior to spin-

ing, the dECM dispersion was centrifuged at 300x g for 5 min at room

emperature. 

Polycaprolactone (PCL, Sigma, 440744) was dissolved as a 10% w/w

olution in a 70/30% v/v acetic acid/acetone (Sigma, 695092/Sigma,

4850). 

.4. Electrospinning of fiber scaffolds 

To produce dECM-based fiber scaffolds, a RegenHU bio printer (Re-

enHU, Discovery) was equipped with an electrospinning head, which

as connected to a high voltage source, and a grounded collector plate.
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he voltage was set to 10 kV with a polymer flow of 0.05 mm/s with a

4 G needle. The distance between needle tip and collector was 45 mm.

CL-based fiber scaffolds were typically spun with 15 kV, a flow rate of

.001 mm/s, 24 G needle and 45 mm distance. For aligned fiber scaf-

olds, dECM and PCL-based, 2 additional zinc wires were placed 2 cm

part on the collector plate and the spinning head in the printer operated

ith a speed of 7.0 mm/s in a linear movement within the 2 cm of zinc

ires. The electrospun fibers were collected on glass cover slips (Huber-

ab, 10.0360.52). The scaffolds were kept at RT for 1 h after spinning

o ensure complete removal of highly volatile HFIP and stored sealed at

T in the dark until use. All scaffolds were sterilized with 70% ethanol

nd then washed three times in PBS to remove any entrapped solvent

rior to use in cell culture experiments. 

.5. Cell culture of neural stem cells 

The human neuroblastoma cell line SH-SY5Y was cultured in prolif-

ration medium composed of DMEM high glucose (Gibco, 11960044)

upplemented with 10% FBS (Gibco, 26140) and 1% penicillin-

treptomycin (Gibco, 15140122). For all in vitro experiments, cells at

assages 10–20 were used. Throughout the cultivation period, the cells

ere incubated at 37 °C and 5% CO 2 and the medium was exchanged ev-

ry two or three days. Typically, cells were seeded on poly- l -lysine (PLL,

igma, P4707)-coated (1 h, RT) tissue culture polystyrene cell culture

asks (TCPS) and were detached with Accutase TM (Millipore Cat. No.

CR005) for 2-3 min at 37 °C. For experiments with dECM and PCL fiber

caffolds and TCPS reference the cell seeding density was kept constant.

ells were seeded on the scaffolds with a cell density of 4500 cells/cm

2] , resulting in a final cell seeding density of 5000 cells/scaffold. 

Neuronal differentiation was induced by changing the medium to

RA differentiation medium ” consisting of DMEM (high glucose) supple-

ented with 10% FBS, 1% penicillin-streptomycin and 10 mM retinoic

cid (RA, Sigma, R2625). After 5 days, the medium composition was

hanged to DMEM (high glucose) supplemented with 1% penicillin-

treptomycin and 50 ng/mL brain derived neural growth factor (BDNF,

igma, B3795) for the next 9 days [37–40] . 

.6. Characterization of cell adhesion, proliferation and differentiation 

The adhesion of SH-SY5Y cells on the fiber scaffolds and TCPS was

nalyzed by optical microscopy (Olympus IX73) and images taken 24 h

fter seeding with different magnifications. The proliferation of cells

as observed at days 1, 5, 7, 11 and 14 after cell seeding as a function

f the metabolic activity with an Alamar Blue assay (Thermo Fisher,

AL1025). After 2 h of incubation with Alamar blue solution, the fluo-

escence was measured at 560 nm. 

For immunofluorescence staining after 1, 5-, 7-, 14- and 16-days cells

ere fixed at room temperature in 4% PFA solution (EM-grade, EMS,

5,712), permeabilized with 0.2% Triton X-100 (Sigma, 94,326) and

locked with 3% BSA (Sigma, A4503). After washing thrice with PBS,

he cells were incubated with the primary antibody overnight at 4 °C fol-

owed by the secondary antibody at room temperature for 2 h. SH-SY5Y

ells were probed with a primary anti-tubulin antibody (Sigma, T8578,

/500) detected by an anti-mouse IgG Alexa Fluor 488 secondary anti-

ody (Thermo Fisher, A11017, 1/1000) . As a proliferation marker Ki-67

as marked with a primary rabbit antibody (Abcam, 15,580, 1/1000)

etected by an anti-rabbit IgG Alexa Fluor 546 (Thermo Fisher, A11071,

/1000). After three washing steps with PBS, the cells were incubated at

oom temperature for 5 min with 4 ′ 6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI,

nvitrogen, 1:1000) to stain the nuclei. For imaging with a confocal mi-

roscope (Olympus, FV3000) the cells were mounted on the scaffolds

ith antifade mounting medium (Thermo Fisher, P36982). 

.7. Quantitative PCR 

RNA was extracted from cells at day 16 of the experiment, 48 h af-

er induction of the lesion on dECM and PCL scaffolds each in random
3 
nd aligned configuration and on TCPS reference. Cells on scaffolds

ithout any lesion and on TCPS have served as reference. For mRNA

solation, the cells were washed with PBS and lysed with Trizol (Qia-

en 79,306, 5 min, RT). Chloroform (Sigma, C7559) was added 1/5 to

ach sample, the tubes were shaken vigorously by hand for 15 s and

ncubated for 3 min at RT. After centrifuging at 12 ′ 000 ×g for 15 min

t 4 °C, the aqueous upper phase (about 200 μl) was pipetted into a

ew tube and 2 μl of 5 mg/mL RNase-free glycogen (Thermo Fisher,

M9510) and isopropanol (Sigma, I9516, 1/2 v of trizol) were added

o each sample. The mixture was incubated for 10 min at RT, followed

y centrifuging at 12 ′ 000 ×g for 10 min at 4 °C. The supernatant was

emoved, and the RNA pellet washed with 75% EtOH (Sigma, 51,976).

fter brief vortexing and centrifuging at 7 ′ 500 ×g for 5 min at 4 °C, the

ellets were resuspended in 25 μL RNase-free water (Qiagen, 129,112).

or reverse transcription, mRNA was incubated for 5 min at 70 °C with

.57 μg/mL PolydT primer (Qiagen, 79,237) in RNase-free water in a

hermocycler (Biometra, trio). Reverse transcriptase mix containing 1 ×
uffer (Promega, M531A), 2 mM dNTP (Solids biodyne, 02–31–00,100)

nd 200 U/μL reverse transcriptase (Promega, M170B) in RNase-free

ater was added and incubated for 1 h at 37 °C. As a negative control

on-RT mix was prepared similarly but excluding the reverse transcrip-

ase. The cDNA was mixed with a master mix containing 1 × TaqMan

robe master (Sigma, 04,673,433,001) and 1 × PTK2 (Thermo fisher, 1 ×
s01056457_m1) in a pipetting robot (QIAgility, 015,790). qPCR was

easured with the LightCycler 480 II (Roche). The housekeeping gene

as B2M (Thermo Fisher, Hs0187842_m1). Data are expressed as fold

hange versus cells cultured on TCPS using the 2 − ΔΔCt method. 

.8. Scratch assay 

For scratch assays, dECM and PCL fiber scaffolds in random and

ligned orientation and TCPS as reference were used. The lesion was

nduced with a 200 μL pipette tip (Eppendorf, 0,030,076,320) over the

caffolds. For experiments with undifferentiated neural cells, the scratch

as induced on day 5, and for experiments with differentiated neurons

he scratch was induced on day 14. The cell migration and lesion closure

ere followed with live microscopy (Olympus, IXplore) directly after le-

ioning and during 48 h, with images taken every 30 min. The acquired

mages were analyzed using the wound healing macro on ImageJ, typi-

ally using parameters variance radius 10, threshold value 100 and% of

aturated pixel 0.001. 

.9. Statistical analysis 

dECM was isolated from three different spinal cords ( N = 3) and

ach dECM preparation analyzed for dsDNA content and presence of bio-

hemical cues with histology in triplicates. From each dECM preparation

ix fiber scaffolds were produced per condition (random and aligned).

ix PCL scaffolds for random and aligned orientation were fabricated

rom three different PCL solutions. Each lesion closure was measured in

riplicates for each fiber scaffold condition. Data were analyzed using

raphPad Prism 9 (GraphPad Software, Version 9.3.0) and expressed as

ean values ± SD. The student’s unpaired t -test was used for analysis of

ecellularization efficiency. Two-way and one-way ANOVA were used

or statistical analysis of metabolic activity, expression of proliferation

arker, gene expression of PTK2 with multiple fiber scaffold conditions.

ifferences among means of p < 0.05 were considered to be significant

 

∗ ∗ , p ≤ 0.005; ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ , p ≤ 0.0001). 

. Results 

The dECM for production of the spinning solution was isolated from

orcine spinal cord as described in Material and Methods. Porcine ma-

erial was chosen as it closely resembles the physiology and anatomy of

uman spinal cord. After removal of the dura, cellular components, fat
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Fig. 1. Characterization of native and decellularized porcine spinal cord. (a) Macroscopic observation; (b) Histological stainings with hematoxylin-eosin and (c) 

periodic acid Schiff-alcian blue; (d) dsDNA quantification of native and decellularized spinal cord; bar graphs represent means ± SD; statistical analysis was based 

on Student’s unpaired t -test; ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ , p ≤ 0.0001; number of spinal cords n = 3. 
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C  
nd blood were removed from the finely chopped spinal cord by sequen-

ial incubation in a series of different solutions containing enzymes or

hemicals. The decellularization process was followed macroscopically

y a change in color resulting in a white fibrous tissue and a loss in

eight of > 90 w% ( Fig. 1a ). Further, successful decellularization was

onfirmed by histological staining and DNA quantification ( Fig. 1b and

). The amount of isolated and purified dsDNA in native spinal cord was

61 ng/mg tissue and was significantly decreased by a factor of 60 to

.6 ng/mg tissue. In the hematoxylin-eosin staining of formalin fixed

issue slices, cell nuclei of neurons and glia cells in dark violet were

nly found in native spinal cord, while the decellularized spinal cord

as free of cell nuclei. With the periodic acid Schiff/alcian blue stain-

ng, glycosaminoglycans and polysaccharides were stained in blue both

n native and decellularized tissue, indicating the preservation of ECM

omponents after decellularization ( Fig. 1c ). 

To formulate a spinning solution applicable for electrospinning, the

ECM was first lyophilized to remove all remaining water. To improve

he dissolution rate and homogenize the sample, the dECM was ground

nto a fine powder at very low temperature to minimize degradation of

ECM. Lastly, the dECM was dissolved in hexafluoroisopropanol (HFIP)

s a 5% w/v solution with the addition of 0.1% polyethylene glycol

PEG) to improve the viscosity and enhance spinnability of the spinning

olution. 

This solution was used to produce dECM-based electrospun fiber

caffolds in two different settings for random and aligned fiber deposi-

ion, named “dECM aligned ” and “dECM random ” for aligned and ran-

om scaffolds, respectively. The electrospinning process was optimized

y adjusting the distance between collector and needle to 45 mm and

he high voltage to 10 kV with a slow flow rate of 0.05 mm/s, result-

ng in bead-free fibers (Supplementary data, Fig. 1 ). The fibers had a

niform size distribution with a diameter in both settings in the sub-

icrometer range with an average length of 925 ± 96 nm for aligned

nd 875 ± 80 μm for random fibers, closely resembling the size of ECM

bers found in native tissue [41] . To control the deposition of the fibers

nto an aligned pattern, two conductive wires were placed on the col-

ector plate as indicated by the two green arrows depicted in Fig. 2a . 

In order to enhance the aligned deposition of the fibers, the printhead

dditionally moved in between the two wires in a linear movement. This

esulted in highly aligned fiber scaffolds with fibers oriented parallel to

ach other, with more than 95% of the fibers orienting parallel to the

ain axis (0 ± 7°) ( Fig. 2b and c). In contrast, the wire-free electro-

pinning set-up resulted in randomly distributed fiber scaffolds without

ecognizable alignment. The histogram depicted in Fig. 2c shows fibers

istributed without a preferred main angle, with a minor preference for

eposition at around 15°

Once the scaffolds were generated in two different topological ori-

ntations using dECM and PCL, we set out to analyze the effect of the

ber alignment on the neuronal cells. To this end, we assessed the be-
4 
avior of neuronal precursor cells on the dECM scaffolds. Undifferenti-

ted SH-SY5Y cells, a human neuroblastoma cell line, were seeded on

he dECM scaffolds to test the biocompatibility of the scaffold, and the

bility of the cells to attach to the scaffold (adhesion), and to prolif-

rate. As shown in Fig. 3a , undifferentiated SH-SY5Y cells successfully

ttached to dECM scaffolds (both random and aligned) and presented

he typical cellular phenotype with a round cell body and short neurite

xtensions. SH-SY5Y cells cultured in the same conditions on the PCL

ber scaffolds and TCPS reference, displayed phenotypic morphology

nd proliferation, and in case of PCL fibers followed the fiber pattern

Supplementary data, Fig. 3 ). After 5 days, the metabolic capacity of

he cultures increased compared to day 1, indicating that the scaffold

s not cytotoxic and supports the proliferation of healthy, undifferenti-

ted cells. In addition, cells grown on aligned dECM scaffolds displayed

 cellular orientation that followed the alignment cues presented by the

caffold ( Fig. 3a and Supplementary data, Fig. 2 ). 

In a simplified injury model, a confluent cell layer grown on random

nd aligned dECM scaffolds was damaged by scratching it with a pipette

ip ( Fig. 3b ). On both random and aligned scaffolds, the cells were able

o occupy the 200 μm gap and close the lesion within 48 h. Due to the

nherent proliferative behavior of undifferentiated SH-SY5Y cells, the

ells replicated, migrated and filled the gap. As depicted in Fig. 3c , the

inetics of the lesion closure is very similar for both scaffold configu-

ations and the pre-alignment of cells, as induced by the aligned dECM

caffold, does not have a significant influence on the speed or density of

he lesion closure (as assessed for three independent scaffolds). 

The behavior of differentiated neurons showing a lower proliferative

ate and perhaps more representative of a SCI injury site was also evalu-

ted. Differentiated neurons were generated through incubation of SH-

Y5Y under specific differentiation conditions for 9 days (see Material

nd Methods) and were also able to attach to the dECM-based scaffolds.

n addition, neurons also adhered to PCL-scaffolds serving as compara-

or and providing a purely topographical reference, without any intrin-

ic physiological biochemical properties. dECM and PLC-based scaffolds

ere produced using similar electrospinning protocols leading to com-

arable spatial dispositions. Random PCL (PCL random) and aligned PCL

PCL aligned) scaffolds were topologically comparable to dECM-based

caffolds (dECM random or dECM aligned) based on fiber diameter, den-

ity, and orientation. SH-SY5Y cells were seeded on all four scaffold

ypes, cultured for 24 h in proliferation medium allowing proper cell

dhesion to the scaffold prior to differentiation into neurons by adapt-

ng the culture conditions as described in Materials and Methods. The

ifferentiation into mature neurons was monitored by means of optical

icroscopy, cell viability assays and immunofluorescence stainings. 

The differentiation of SH-SY5Y cells into neurons was studied di-

ectly on the fiber scaffolds. Undifferentiated SH-SY5Y cells did not

xpress tubulin 𝛽III (cytoskeletal protein mainly found in neurons) or

hAT (enzyme mainly expressed in the neuronal body), both markers
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Fig. 2. Electrospun ECM fiber scaffolds. (a) Spinning set-up at RegenHu bioprinter for random and aligned fiber deposition; (b) Random and aligned fiber scaffolds 

spun at 10 kV, with flow rate of 0.05 mm/s and 7.0 mm/s for aligned deposition; (c) Histograms of dECM fibers in random and aligned deposition, alignment was 

determined by ImageJ (directionality macro); six scaffolds were analyzed per orientation ( n = 6). 

Fig. 3. Undifferentiated SH-SY5Y cells adhere, proliferate and align on dECM fiber scaffolds. (a) SH-SY5Y cells on random (top row) and aligned (bottom row) dECM 

scaffolds at day 1 and day 5, scale bar = 100 μm; (b) Optical micrographs of SH-SY5Y cells on random and aligned dECM scaffolds, images taken with live microscope 

at 0 h, 24 h and 48 h post lesion; (c) Graphical representation of scratch closure of SH-SY5Y cells on random and aligned dECM scaffolds during the first 48 h post 

lesion ( n = 3). 
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Fig. 4. Differentiation of SH-SY5Y cells into neurons on dECM scaffolds. (a) Expression of neuronal differentiation marker choline acetyltransferase (left column, 

green) and tubulin 𝛽III (right column, green), counterstained with DAPI (cyan) in SH-SY5Y (before differentiation) and neurons (after 14 days differentiation) on 

dECM scaffold; (b) Cellular metabolism determined by Alamar blue of SH-SY5Y cells during differentiation process into neurons on dECM scaffolds and PCL scaffolds 

with TCPS as reference (day 1, 7, 11); c) Expression of proliferation marker Ki67 of SH-SY5Y cells during differentiation process into neurons on dECM and PCL 

scaffolds with TCPS as reference (day 1, 14); bar graphs represent means ± SD (b, c); statistical analysis was based on two-way ANOVA (b, c); ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ , p ≤ 0.0001; n = 3. 
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f a neuronal phenotype. In contrast, expression of both markers was

bserved after 14 days in culture under differentiation conditions, in-

icating the successful differentiation of SH-SY5Y cells into neurons on

ECM fiber-based scaffolds ( Fig. 4a ). Furthermore, the cell morphology

hanged over the differentiation period from cells with a more rounded

n day 1 into cells with a more elongated soma displaying typical neu-

ites extending from the cell body on days 7–14 (Supplementary data,

igs. 4 and 5 for PCL fibers and TCPS reference). Concordant to the

rogression of differentiation, the cellular metabolism determined by

lamar blue (surrogate for number of viable cells) increased signifi-

antly during the first week in culture on fiber scaffolds. The subse-

uent stagnation of metabolic activity on fiber scaffolds ( Fig. 4b ) indi-

ates a switch from a proliferative to a differentiated phenotype. Fur-

hermore, the number of proliferating cells expressing Ki-67 was signif-

cantly lower after 14 days culture under neuronal differentiation con-

itions than upon seeding ( Fig. 4c ). Comparison of metabolic activity

nd proliferation index dECM fiber scaffolds and TCPS did not show

ny significant difference, suggesting that the dECM fiber scaffolds are

ot cytotoxic. The differentiation into neurons does not seem to be sig-

ificantly changed between both fiber scaffold types (dECM and PCL),

ndicating negligible influence on the differentiation by the additional

iochemical components provided by the dECM fibers. 

Once determined that the cells could attach and differentiate on the

enerated dECM scaffolds, we set off to investigate if the biochemistry

nd/or the topology of the scaffolds would influence the cell migration

nd injury repair. For this, we induced a lesion on differentiated neu-

ons (at day 14) and observed the kinetic of the wound closure using

ive microscopy for 48 h. As depicted in Fig. 5a , all four tested scaffolds

romoted the cell migration into the gap (Supplementary data, figure

 for TCPS reference). There were, however remarkable differences in

he kinetics: after 48 h, only neurons grown on dECM aligned scaffolds

losed the gap to nearly 100%, whereas the other scaffolds (dECM ran-

om, PCL aligned and PCL random) only achieved a partial closure of

pproximately 40–50%. The difference noted with the dECM aligned is

articularly pronounced from 24 h post lesion on ( Fig. 5b ). Not only the

caffold influenced the speed of gap closure, but also the differentiation

tatus. As depicted in Fig. 3c , the gap closure was slower with differen-

iated neurons than with the undifferentiated SY-SH5Y, probably due to
6 
he observed lower proliferation rate in differentiated cells. In the ref-

rence PCL scaffolds the lesion closure seems to be independent of the

rientation of the PCL fibers, since the difference between closure speed

nd amount is not significant between aligned and random scaffolds as

isualized in Fig. 5b . 

The combination of biochemical and topographical cues, as con-

tructed in the aligned dECM fiber scaffold, promoted the fastest mi-

ration of neurons. Additional to the biochemical characteristics, dECM

nd PCL fiber scaffolds possess different elastic properties. Nanoinden-

ation measurements showed a significantly lower young’s modulus

or dECM scaffolds (random dECM of 326 ± 48 Pa, aligned dECM of

64 ± 18 Pa compared to random PCL of 12.13 ± 1.0 kPa and aligned

CL of 12.60 ± 0.8 kPa) as visualized in Supplementary data, Fig. 7. 

To verify the migratory behavior of neurons, and exclude a lesion

nduced activation of cell proliferation, the proportion of proliferating

eurons was assessed immediately after the lesion by quantifying the

roliferation marker Ki67 ( Fig. 5c ). Compared to day 1, prior to differen-

iation when cells were highly proliferative, the level of Ki67 decreased

ignificantly in differentiated neurons. Expression of Ki67 remained low

fter the lesion, indicating that the cell proliferation was not reactivated.

lso, the transcriptional induction of PTK2 (focal adhesion kinase; FAK)

upport a positive effect of aligned dECM scaffolds on neuronal migra-

ion and it was highest in neurons cultured in aligned dECM ( Fig. 5d ).

his was associated with the faster and more efficient lesion closure af-

er 48 h and indicated the superior guiding properties of aligned dECM

ber scaffolds by the combination of biochemical (dECM) and topolog-

cal (fiber) cues. 

. Discussion 

In this work, we sought to investigate whether the type and/or the

opology of the scaffolds may promote the healing of an in vitro injury

s a model for spinal cord injury. For this purpose, we focused on scaf-

olds produced using either a biomaterial (dECM) or a polymer (PCL)

n different configurations. Moreover, we used the scaffolds to evalu-

te the wound closing ability of an undifferentiated neuroblastoma cell

ine (SH-SY5Y) and on neurons derived from this cell line following well

escribed differentiation protocols. 
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Fig. 5. Lesioned neurons migrate on dECM and PCL fiber scaffolds. (a) Optical micrographs of neurons on random and aligned dECM (top row) and PCL (bottom 

row) scaffolds, images taken with live microscope at 0 h, 24 h and 48 h post lesion; (b) Graphical representation of scratch closure of SH-SY5Y cells on random and 

aligned dECM and PCL scaffolds within 48 h post lesion; (c) Expression of proliferation marker Ki67 of neurons post lesion on aligned dECM scaffolds at day 14 

before and post lesion, day 1 as reference; (d) Gene expression of PTK2 in neurons on random and aligned dECM and PCL scaffolds 48 h post lesion, expressed as 

2- ΔΔCt of cells differentiated on TCPS reference; bar graphs represent means ± SD (c, d); statistical analysis was based on one-way ANOVA (c) and two-way ANOVA 

(d); ∗ ∗ , p ≤ 0.05, ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ , p ≤ 0.0001; n = 3. 
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For the production of dECM-based scaffolds, the first crucial step

as the successful decellularization of the tissue, native spinal cord

rom pig. The results show excellent decellularization efficiency as in-

icated by a final dsDNA concentration of 2.6 ± 1.3 ng/mg compared

o starting concentration of 161.5 ± 7.4 ng/mg and compared to the

7.9 ± 7.7 ng/mg in spinal cord dECM reported by the Crapo and other

ecellularization protocols, using similar reagents [ 30 , 33 ]. Compared

o the original protocol of Crapo [23] , in our adapted method the con-

entrations of deoxycholate and Triton x-100 were reduced to 1.0% for

oth reagents from 4% and 3%, respectively. For single reagent meth-

ds, e.g. purely SDS-based protocols [ 26 , 32 ], the amount of residual ds-

NA/mg tissue can achieve comparable results for porcine brains, but

equire a much longer incubation time. Hence, our method requires less

ime and less reagents for a better outcome in terms of dsDNA content.

ossible reasons for the good performance of method described here

an be the tissue preparation steps with physical and mechanical dis-

uption, including repeated freeze-thawing cycles and a sophisticated

echanical dissection, which result in smaller tissue pieces. The opti-

ized tissue disruption probably offers higher surface to volume ratio

llowing a faster reaction in the subsequent chemical/enzymatic decel-

ularization. Achieving a low dsDNA content implicates the removal of

arge quantities of cellular and genetic material from the tissue poten-

ially impacting also the surrounding dECM. However here the elimina-

ion of dsDNA did not negatively affect the preservation of biochemical

ues as shown in the histological stainings with H-E and AB-PAS; the

ecellularized dECM maintained glycosaminoglycans, including chon-

roitin sulfate proteoglycans, such as neurocan or versican. The main

hallenges of producing an dECM-based fiber scaffold are the dECM’s

atch-to-batch variation due to its non-synthetic origin. This causes dif-

culties to form stable polymer jets for controlled electrospinning. Such

ssues can be circumvented by mixing the finely grinded dECM of sev-

ral different decellularized spinal cords homogeneously followed by

he addition of 0.1% PEO before solubilizing and spinning. Inspired by

ioneering work of the Machluf lab, who paved the way in dECM-based

lectrospinning with primary focus on cardiac-based dECM spinning so-

utions [ 27 , 42 , 43 ], the dECM is solubilized in HFIP enabling adequate

harge distribution and consistent fiber spinning conditions. With this

ECM-spinning solution the produced fibers consist only of dECM since

EO is easily washed away in aqueous solutions. This renders them com-

letely tissue-specific in contrast to the first CNS-derived fiber scaffolds

hich are based on 9% gelatin with 1% dECM [30] . The produced fiber

caffold is stable under physiological conditions, as shown by an intact

caffold structure after 14 days incubation in cell culture medium at

7 °C. This was achieved without the need of additional crosslinking,

hus reducing the post-production steps and costs and avoiding the use

f potentially cytotoxic chemicals for crosslinking [44] . PCL served as

 reference material, with fiber scaffolds providing purely topographi-

al cues. Due to its high biocompatibility, inflammation reducing effects

nd ability to align neural cells it is a common choice in neural tissue

ngineering [45–54] . The diameter of the dECM and PCL fibers are sub-

icron (925 ± 96 nm, 875 ± 80 nm), recreating the fiber diameter found

n the native tissue of e.g. collagen fibers with a diameter of 20–500 nm

 41 , 55–57 ], and in the same size range than dECM fibers reported previ-

usly [ 30 , 42 , 43 ]. Besides the topographical and biochemical properties

f the fibers, the scaffolds’ elastic characteristics could also influence dif-

erentiation and alignment of neurons. The young’s moduli determined

or dECM and PCL fiber scaffolds are in accordance with previously de-

cribed results [51] . Electrospun skin-derived dECM fiber scaffolds have

een reported with comparable elasticity properties of 456 ± 62 Pa by

eigel et al. [58] . As described in literature, the differentiation and mi-

ration behavior can be directed by the elasticity of the surrounding

issue with neurons preferring softer tissues [59] . In order to produce a

caffold with a defined architecture, the control of the spinning proce-

ure is crucial, and we achieved this by utilizing the bioprinter’s ability

f controlled movement in depositing fibers in random or aligned fash-
8 
on. The electrospinning of porcine spinal cord-derived dECM into an

ligned fiber scaffold, has to the best of our knowledge not been re-

orted yet. The fibers are deposited randomly with densities similar as

eported for other dECM formulations [ 28 , 30 , 43 ], and as an anisotrop-

cally aligned scaffold [43] . Using a bioprinter, offers the advantage of

reating structures of higher complexity without being bound to a rotat-

ng drum or gap-based electrospinning set-up mainly generating aligned

tructures [44] . 

The viability assays and optical micrographs demonstrated the

igh biocompatibility and bioactivity of dECM scaffolds. Further, these

ECM-based scaffolds supported the adhesion, proliferation, and differ-

ntiation of SH-SY5Y cells. This human immortalized cell line could be

ifferentiated into mature functional neurons as described before. Due

o their neuronal morphology and functionality, differentiated SH-SY5Y

ells have been used as an in vitro model for spinal cord development

nd in neurite outgrowth studies [ 38 , 40 , 60–62 ]. The alignment of dif-

erentiated neurons on the dECM scaffolds was successfully achieved

ndicating that the fiber diameter and fiber density in the engineered

caffolds represented topographical cues suitable for alignment as re-

orted in literature [ 54 , 63 ]. 

To simulate an injury of the spinal cord, the cells grown on the scaf-

olds were lesioned and a gap with injured neurons on both sides gener-

ted. This experiment was based on well-established migration assays,

ut modified by implementing the engineered fiber scaffolds as cell sub-

trates creating an oriented 3D-like environment [64] . The rate and area

f lesion closure was significantly different when comparing biological

dECM) to synthetic (PCL) fiber scaffolds. The higher migration rate and

s a result the faster and more complete scratch closure on dECM scaf-

olds could be associated to the positive effect of dECM on migration,

utgrowth and network formation [65] . Moreover, an aligned scaffold

esults in faster closure, which could be speculated to be due to the

re-alignment of the cells [66] . This pre-alignment would facilitate a

irected migration and in turn lead to faster lesion closure. Further, the

esults of the migration assay indicate that the lesion closure is primar-

ly due to neuronal migration, rather than proliferation. In our model no

ctivation of proliferation or change of the neuron-like phenotype back

o undifferentiated neural cell was detected by immunostainings after

esion. This is particularly of interest, because one main contribution to

he inhibitory environment after SCI is the activation of cell prolifera-

ion and the secondary injury cascade inducing excessive dECM secre-

ion into the lesion site [ 67–69 ]. The concept of inducing migration and

ecruitment of neural cells to close the lesion site has been shown to im-

rove motor functions and new synaptic connections in animal models

ost injury [ 67 , 70 ]. Neural stem cells, either endogenous or grafted on

caffolds, have been shown to migrate towards the lesion site. However,

t is crucial to direct the differentiation into neuronal lineage to avoid

urther contribution to the (astrocytic) scar formation, and enhance the

econnection of neurons into functional circuits [ 71–76 ]. The bioengi-

eered aligned dECM scaffolds could actively support neuronal migra-

ion in lesion environment and thus promote the formation of neuronal

elays and regeneration. One potential molecular mechanism involved

s the induction of the expression of PTK2 by the aligned dECM. This is a

ytoplasmic protein tyrosine kinase which is found concentrated in the

ocal adhesions that form between cells growing in the presence of ex-

racellular matrix constituents [ 77 ]. It may be an important early step in

ell growth and signal transduction triggered in response to cell interac-

ions with the extracellular matrix [ 78 , 79 ]. The increased expression of

TK2 in cells grown on aligned dECM support the effect of the scaffold

n the cellular phenotype. Altogether, our results showcase that the use

f aligned dECM-based scaffolds deliver biochemical cues that support

he topographical cues provided by synthetic polymer-based scaffolds.

ith this, the generated scaffolds influence cellular behavior, enhance

euronal migration, and can promote wound healing. This could be im-

lemented as a potential strategy to address SCI with specific scaffolds

erived of dECM. 
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. Conclusion 

A dECM-fiber scaffold offering anisotropical cues was developed to

tudy the alignment and migration of neurons. The ECM was efficiently

solated from porcine spinal cord, achieving low dsDNA content, while

reserving ECM proteins. The concentration of detergents and incuba-

ion times could be reduced without decreasing the decellularization

fficiency due to improved tissue preparation. The integration of an

lectrospinning printhead into a 3D bioprinter enabled the production

f randomly and highly aligned nanofiber scaffolds. Parallel orientated

pinal cord-derived dECM fiber scaffolds have not been reported pre-

iously. On aligned dECM scaffolds mature neurons migrated into the

esion site most efficiently, showing a faster and more complete wound

losure efficiency compared to random dECM or any PCL-based fiber

caffolds. The combination of topographical and biochemical cues have

hus a direct influence on cell phenotype. The results of this work im-

rove the understanding of combined effects of topographical and bio-

hemical signals on neural behavior. Further, the fabrication of dECM-

ased spinning solutions bring us one step closer to bioengineer scaf-

olds with tissue-specific native cues, which represents a way forward

or future i n vivo studies for the treatment of SCI. 
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